LILAC Presentation: Garnet Anderson, garnet@whi.org; Bette Caan, bette.caan@kp.org

ellenkim: please feel free to submit any questions here in the chat box

tom: Garnet - are the breast cancers all invasive or do they include in situ cases as well? Tom Rohan

Lisa: These are all invasive breast cancers

Roberta Ray: All LILAC cancers are invasive, including breast.


Ginny Natale: Is the frailty index available for the LLS pts.? GN

Sylvia Smoller: Is the Friedman? Index of frailty based n 70 variables different from the frailty index developed by Andrea a while ago?

Ulrike Peters: will the Frailty index generate for each year of age or some other continuous unit as it will change with age?

JoAnn Manson: During the LLAC renewal cycle, will additional tumor tissue be collected from the women with more recently diagnosed cancers? Would be very helpful for the rarer cancers and to have additional tissue samples in racial/ethnic minority women.

Lisa: JoAnn, we will be collecting tissues for more recently diagnosed cancers. The first recruitment mailing is due to go out this week. Also, we will enroll under waiver of consent

mneuhous: If a young investigator wants to use the data or has an idea what is the process? An email inquiry to the LILAC PIs? Something else?

E Paskett: Yes, that's the best start.

Peter F. Schnatz, DO: I need to leave meeting - excellent presentation...

rwild: must go great presentation and exciting to know what is going on

Poster Presentations:

Mandana Kamgar, mkamgar@mcw.edu

Garnet: What do you know about the timeline to seeing neuropathy--are there many whose symptom observe later?

Kathleen Malone: Did you consider specific surgery (e.g., mastectomy vs lumpectomy) and node sampling?

Garnet: Thank you for a nice poster presentation.

Lisa Martin: Chemotherapy is a known cause of peripheral neuropathy, it is systemic. There does not seem to be a reason for neuropathy related to sugery, I would think.

Tracy Crane, tecrane@email.arizona.edu
Xiaochen: Did this study consider the effect of physical activity on fatigue?

Garnet: How confident are you that the diet patterns assessed from baseline are representative of diet after diagnosis?

JoAnn Manson: Did you see associations between these dietary patterns and sleep quality?